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From a master of comedy and fantasy comes the long-awaited audiobook, The Land: Alliances. You

can now bring adventure and wonder with you wherever you go. Aleron Kong, the Father of

American LitRPG, has sculpted a world of joy, horror, and wonder, forging together the best

elements of American LitRPG. Quests, mystery, action, and adventure spill forth with every word.

Paired with the immeasurable talent of Nick Podehl, the best audio performer currently working, this

third volume continues to deliver a unique experience that will delight fantasy fans of all ages. The

acclaimed third novel of the Best Selling LitRPG Saga, Chaos Seeds, from the Father of American

LitRPG, Aleron Kong. #1 in Cyberpunk and Video Game Fantasy over Ten THOUSAND positive

reviews! Richter and Sion are in a fight for their very lives. Their enemies are circling and the

Powers they have awakened are barely under their control. Death and war are on their doorstep,

but they have a simple message for the enemies of the Mist Village. "Kiss you loved ones goodbye.

The Mist will claim you." A wonderful blend of humor and adventure, The Land: Alliances will

transport you to the world of your dreams... and your nightmares.
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Anybody playing on line rpg is sure to identify with the characters in this series of books. I really

enjoyed the way the maincharacter must make his selection of AA points and the consequenses of

his choosing. I lost a lot of sleep over these books. Too bad the series is not complete and I have to

wait for the next volume.



This series continues to keep getting better. With further character development and new

archaeological to explore. It is almost as fun as playing the game. Sadly with the switch from kindle

unlimited to straight purchase price, this will be the last book in the series I can afford to read.

So far this series has kept me enamored with The Land. I'm able to relate with the main character,

Richter. He's funny and makes references to everyday day things and t.v. shows. There's always a

little communication problem with him and everyone else. It's flat out awesome.

Very enjoyable books with the classic D&D style adventures. Easy to read with character

development and great storylines. I love the adventures Richter has and the depth of all that's going

on. Would definitely recommend these books

This series makes me laugh and cry. I greatly enjoyed reading this book and series. I can't wait to

read the next one.

Just finished book 6, you are an amazing author and I cannot wait for more. I read every book so far

back to back. The idea of a book like log horizon, SAO, or is it wrong to try and pick up girls in a

dungeon was interesting to me so I tried it and couldn't put it down. Loved it. As I said I cannot wait

for more.

Aleron Kong has done it again! In this third installment Mr. Kong continues to take his readers

through an exciting adventure in the land. The main character continues to be fleshed out in this

novel and his to do list... never seems to grow any shorter. The author draws his readers into a well

crafted world and offers more tantalizing peeks at the many parts of this exciting fantasy world.

Book 3 of the The Land seems to be setting the stage for Mist Village interacting in the wider world

as well as a better picture of what Ritcher's village can become.

Just like the ones before, amazing story telling with a rich, long and immersive plot.Put aside the

RPG aspect, the character development (main, secondary, etc) unravel in a captivating fashion that

makes you begin for more and makes you feel like you know them on a personal level (just like a

multilevel dungeon!).
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